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Simulation of Bent Crystal Spectrometers

George A. Kyrala

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamoa, NM 87545

Abstract

In crystal spectrometers one traditionally labels each position in

the dispersion/recording plane by a single wavelength value. A simple

examination of the crystal spectrometers shows that different areas of

the crystal contribute different wavelengths at the same position in the

recording plane. Using collimator and apertures one may reduce these

effects, as well as reduce ~ne collected signal. @nvolving the ~y$]tem

response, in that case, may not allow simple analytic estimates of the

aenai&ivity/reaponsivity of the eyatem. A Monte-Carlo ray-trace program

was written in order to study and simulate the real geometry including

finite source size effects. The reeulte of using the code will be

presented, demonstrating the contributions to the resolution and absolute

responeivity, for a particular parabolically bent crystal spectrometer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In designing crystal spectrometers, one may uae standard optico

programs for image formation and for studying the diepezsion of the

system. However, important questions regarding the resolution and

throughput of the system rquire careful calculation of the transfer of

the x ray intensity through the eyatem. In what follows I

the details of a program called CRYSTAL that attempts to

reflectivity of the crystal and the sources’ spatial

will present

include the

and ang~lar

distribution in the eetimate of the throughput. Section II will describe

the geometry used, Section 111 will describe some of the details of the

progrem, Section IV will apply the program to the specific caae of a

parabolically bent cryetal spectrometer.

11. DESCRIPTION

A code CKYSTAL waa written to analyze in 1-D the instrumental layout

shown in Figure 1. The source emits x-rays in random directions, with

random epatial distributions, (the distributions to De eampled can be

specified by the user). The default dietributiono were uniform

diatrihutions. The rays reflect from the crystal which wus plac~.d with

it~ vertex at the origin of coordinate. The axis of symmetry wae the x

●ximg The raflactivity of the crystal follows the Bragg condition and

the 20Cklng curve of the Cryotal. Aperture etupa can be placed any place

‘n the s,vatam.* However, we specifically put an aperture as the focus of

the syotem on the x-axis. The rays that make it then intercnpt an

arbitrarily positioned receiving plane called the film plane. The output

of tha program are the statistics on the rayo~ e.gm~ number of raye that

mxss the cryotal, number of rayu that miss tha aperture, numbar of rays
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that miss the film, etc. Another most useful output ia a

intensity that made it to the film as a function of position

plot of the

on the film

and as a function of the energy of the x-ray. The program allows for a

quick study of the effect of varying parameters on the output on the film.

The

The ray

helpful

III. DETAILS

program starts by choosing a ray on the surface of the source.

ia chosen from a source angular and spatial distributions. A

feature of the code was the source spectral distribution function

used. Delta function

energy bin wete ueed.

difference between the

bins (eee Fig. 2) distributed about a central

Their spacing increaeed geometrically with the

bln number and the central bin number. This is

analog, in energy space, to using a variably ruled pattern to test the

spatial MTF of an opticai system. The use of 11 energies was judged to

be aufficienc for tk,e purpose of our studies. One can, of course, choose

the intensity at each of theee energy bins to replicate come line shape

or spectral shapes at the source.

Reflection was aasumed co follow Braggie law. Thus for each energy

and crystal spacing chcre is a central angle called the Bragg angle where

the ray at that energy aflects with a peak reflectivity. At other

incident anglea the ray was reflected with a reflectivity that depef)ded

on the dil’terence of tliu nngla the ray makee wit!) the surface and the

Llrasg angla. LI the aimulacione the reflectivity function, ale~ known as

the rocking curve) was aaeumdd to be a gaueaian:
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where eigma equals fwhm/1.6651. Of course, lorentzian, or other line

shapes, could have been easily used by changing the appropriate

subroutine AWL in the code.

The detector plane was divided into 161 bins. The central bin was

positioned at the intersection of the central ray and the film plane.

The central ray was defined as that ray that started from the center of

the source parallel to the x-axis. The bin width in micrometers is user

choeen. The program keeps track of the contribution from each of the

energy bins to a specific spatial bin.

Iv. RESULTS

The program features will be demonstrated ueing a specific crystal

apectromater design. The particular geometry is shown in Fig. 3. A LiF

cryetal wae parabolically bent to satisfy the equation y = ~,

where p = .375. The vertex, of course, wae on the origin ot

coordinates. The eource was chosen to be equal in size to the crystal y

projection, and centered on it. The particular geometry is not

particularly advantageou~ for the use with a parabolical crystal, but

simulatae the effect of putting a finite input aperture Q finite dist,ance

from the crystal. The beet source dietance is at infinity. The film

plane resolution waa set at 20 micrumeterzi, to simulate the spatial

resolution attributable to a combintition of u fiberoptic faceplata with

● layer of x-ray to vioible fluor converter on the entrance of the

faceplate. In all cases an aperture of

centered at the focus of tha parabola and

variation~ are ehown in Figs. 4 and 5. In

diameter 100 micrometer was

parallel to the x-axis. Two

Fig. 4 the sourca cone angl~
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was varied from 10 to 3000 microradians, keeping the crystal rocking

curve fwhm at iO microradians. In Fig. 5 the eource cone angle was fixed

at 10 microradians, but the rocking curve fwhm was varied from 10 to 1000

microradians. For the case where fwhm = 10 then the plot actually gave

the dispersion (1.1 eV/micrometer) on ~he film. The other cases 8h0W the

effects of divergence. The increa8e in width of the pattern with source

divergence is 5.7x1O
-4

(eV/microradian). The llnewidth variation was

2.L3x10-3 eV per mlcraradian variation of the crystal fundamental

rocking curve width. The plots show the contribution from each energy

bin. The central energy bin is at 12000 eV, the other bln8 are separated

by 50, 100, 200, 400 etc. eV, respectively. The present design thus

allows for at least 50 eV resolution and at a contrast ratio of .5 allows

a resolution of 20 eV for a source divergence of 3000 ❑icroradiana and a

crystal rocking curve full width at half maximum of 200 microradiana.

v. SUMMARY

The program “CRYSTAL” has been written to analyze l-d geometries of

crystal bent spectrometers. The program allowe for quick study of the

variation of the output properties of the spectrometer with variation of

spectrome~er design. The program has bsen w~itten in BASIC for the HP/80

and HP/20(1 series of computers and in FOKTM/77. A typical ca~e with

one million tatarting rays take about 50,000 secondt! on the HP87 and 16

seconds on the CIUY/1 using the CTSS operating qystem and the KGFT

compiler.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

F~gure 1. A schematic diagram of the geometry used in CRYSTAL. The

central ray path is displayed by the continuous line. A general Lay is

displayed by the dashed line. The x-axis ia an axis of revolution for

the crystal. The source position, crystal surface equation, and film

location and orientation are arbitrary. The crystal surface must pass

through the origin, however, only !he area between YMIN and YMAXare used.

Figure 2. The default energy spectrum used in CRYSTAL. The energies are

delta functions. The separation between successive peaks increased in

geometric progression of power, of 2.

Figure 3. The Actual Geometry that was simulated in the presentation.

The spectrometer consisted of a parabolically bent crystal, an aperture

of diameter 100 micrometers centered at the focus of the parabola

parallel to tne x axis. The film plane had a resolution of 20

micrometers.

Figure 4. The variation of the line width with the divergence of the

source. The divergence was varied from 100 to 3000 microradiane. The

crystal rocking curve FWHM was kept at 10 mic~oradiana for this figure.

Ten million random numbers were ueed. The peak reflectivity wa8 taken as

unity.

Figure 5. The variation of the line width with the FWHMof the rocking

curve of the crystal. The source divergence was kept at 10 micrometers

for this figure. FWHM wao varied at 10, 100, 500, and 1000

microradiann. Ten million ra.ldom numbere were used, and the peak cry~tal

reflectivity was taken as u:~lty.
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